PERILAKU SEKSUAL ANAK USIA PRA REMAJA DI SEKITAR
LOKALISASI DAN FAKTOR YANG MEMPENGARUHI

Abstrak:

Prostitution complex usually gather with public residence. In that neighborhood, there are many children in elementary age. The children that most venerable are in the age pre-teenage (10-12 years), where physically and psychologically going to puberty, so they need intense knowledge concern to sex and reproduction health which are different with other stage of age. Unhealthy condition of environment is conducive factor for teenage to behave improperly. That research held to describe sexual behavior of pre-teenagers on prostitution complex in order to finds the solution. The analysis that been done is analytics, using observational approach with cross sectional research design. The population is students in IV, V, VI grades in the age between 10 â€“ 12 years at Putat Jaya I and V elementary school in Sawahan Distric, Surabaya. Variable that bond is sexual behavior, while free variable is kinds of sex, sex and reproduction health knowledge, motivation on sexual behavior, contact with prostitution complex, relative relationship with the doers in prostitution complex, and sexual information. Sampling was taken by simple random sampling method in order to get large number of sample in amount of 151 respondents. Data analysis technique uses logistic regression with significance level 0.05. The research result describe that almost more than half of the respondents behave sexually improper such as nasty words, see explicitly concern to sex, sexual fantasies, kissing, hugging, hold sensitive part of others and rubbed their reproduction tool to other person. The factor that influences to sexual behavior of respondents is external motivation on sexual behavior, contact of respondents with the prostitution complex, and sexual information of respondent. Each variable has huge influence on respondent sexual behavior. Based on the analysis it suggested to the community to increase the control on children activity outside and inside the house, in the school, and government control to media spread stick out sex so it not accessible for any age.
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